Enthalpy-Entropy Compensation upon Molecular Conformational Changes.
The change in free energy is the dominant factor in all chemical processes; it usually encompasses enthalpy-entropy compensation (EEC). Here, we use the free energy perturbation formalism to show that EEC is influenced by the molecular conformational changes (CCs) of the entire system comprising the solute and by the already known solvent reorganization. The internal changes of enthalpy and the entropy due to CCs upon modifying the interactions (perturbation) cancel each other exactly. The CCs influence the dissipation of the modified interactions and their contributions to the free energy. Using molecular simulations, we show that, for solvation of six different HIV-1 protease inhibitors, CCs in the solute cause EEC as large as 10-30 kcal/mol. Moreover, the EEC due to CCs in HIV-1 protease is shown to vary significantly upon modifying its bound ligand. These findings have important implications for understanding of EEC phenomena and for interpretation of thermodynamic measurements.